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AMRI Hospital: Saving Lives?
Surajit Ghosh Dastidar*
“Kolkata’s AMRI hospital charge fat fees…Wish they had spent some of that on smoke alarms
and fire fighting equipment.”1
-

Derek O’ Brien, Indian Television personality

“All the necessary fire equipments were in place.”2
-

Dr. Satyabrata Upadhyay, Senior Vice President,
AMRI Hospital

"Website of AMRI hospital, potrays itself as one of best equipped hospitals in India, Shame."3

-

Shekhar Kapoor, renowned Indian film maker

Introduction
In the early morning of December 9, 2011 a devastating fire broke out at Advance Medicare
Research Institute (AMRI), a privately run 190 bed multi-storied superspeciality hospital in the
Eastern Indian city of Calcutta4 (Kolkata). 93 people were killed of which 90 of them were
patients. Most of the deaths were caused by smoke suffocation. The fire apparently started due
to a short circuit at the basement of the annex building and quickly spread trapping hundreds
of people. Following the incident questions were raised about the fire safety norms in the
hospital. It was alleged that the fire alarms and sprinklers were switched off, all the exit points
were locked, portable fire extinguishers were not available and the staircase of the hospital was blocked
with articles which prevented people from coming outside the hospital (Exhibit 1). It was also alleged

that basement of the AMRI hospital were used for storing inflammable materials and not for
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Calcutta now known an Kolkata was the capital of the Indian state of West Bengal
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car parking. The hospital staff did not inform the fire brigade and there was no managerial staff
present on the night of the tragic incident. However, the hospital in a statement had denied all these
5

allegations. Ironically, the hospital’s website featured a survey by The Week (Exhibit 2) magazine

that potrayed AMRI as one of India’s best hospital.
Dr. Kunal Saha, President of People for Better Treatment, a US based voluntary organization
which worked for the promotion of better healthcare in India said “It was reported that
violation of the fire safety codes by AMRI Hospital was not a total secret for the government
inspectors who seemingly adopted a lackadaisical attitude to this potential danger. The reason
for silence on part of the government regulators against wealthy and powerful medical
organisations in India is not difficult to fathom.”6
The catastrophe raised some serious ethical questions on the state of the country’s private
healthcare system. Was it that healthcare had turned into a lucrative business? Was it that
businesses were seeking more and more profits by cutting costs? Was the state government
also responsible for this tragedy?

Background Note
AMRI hospitals was a joint venture between the INR 3700 crore7 (USD 398 million)8 Emami
group led by R.S. Agarwal and the INR 800 crore7 (USD 151 million)9 real estate firm Shrachi
group led by S.K. Todi along with the Government of West Bengal. Emami group owned 66%
while 32% was owned by Shrachi group and the remaining 2% by the West Bengal government.
The license for AMRI hospital was issued in the name of Dr. M.K. Chhetri, the Managing
Director of AMRI and a noted cardiologist of Kolkata. However, it was reported that Dr. Chhetri
being the MD of AMRI was not responsible for any management decisions. AMRI hospitals had
a turnover of around INR 250 crore (USD 47 million) and operated around 800 beds through 5
AMRI hospitals in Kolkata. This included two multi-speciality hospitals, one hospital for diabetes
5

The Week was an Indian weekly news magazine and was the largest selling news magazine in India

6

http://pbtindia.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/PBT-Rediff.pdf (accessed on Jan 6, 2012)
1 crore = 10 million
8
1 USD = 53 INR, approx (as on Jan 6, 2012)
9
1 USD = 53 INR, approx (as on Jan 6, 2012)
7
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and hormonal disorder, one specialized women and child care facility and a day care medical
centre.
Both the promoters of AMRI hospital – R.S. Goenka and S.K. Todi were known to be very close
to the former Chief Minister of West Bengal Jyoti Basu. Emami and Shrachi entered the healthcare space around 1996 when they joined hands to acquire the majority stake in a polyclinic
owned by the West Bengal government. The Jyoti Basu government had handed over the
Dhakuria land (the place where the incident happened) to AMRI in an unusual deal that locked
the annual lease rent at INR 9.94 lakh10 -- 16 times less than the current market lease rate. Few
lease agreements freeze the rent for more than five years. But AMRI Hospitals, Dhakuria, was
allowed a flat rate of INR 6.40 lakh10 for one parcel of land and INR 3.54 lakh10 for another for
a long period of 30 years (Exhibit 3).

“A lease rent of around Rs 10 lakh10 for around 82 cottahs11 in an area where a cottah sells in
excess of INR 50 lakh10 is unheard of. The deal could not have been sweeter,”12 said a senior
official in the land and land reforms department.

“Such concessional lease rents are allowed only under political compulsions,”13 said another
official in the department.
Eventually, the facility became popular and tied up with Apollo Hospitals Group 14 for a
management contract, and was run as AMRI Apollo Hospital. The contract expired when Apollo
invested in its own facility in the city and Emami-Shrachi combine started running AMRI
hospitals about 8 years ago.
Since then, AMRI has grown dramatically. In 2005, AMRI set up their second facility behind the
existing one, a super-speciality 190-bed hospital. In 2006, the group acquired a 184-bed

10

1 lakh = 1,00,000
1 cottah = 720 sq.ft
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http://www.telegraphindia.com/1111214/jsp/frontpage/story_14879228.jsp (accessed on Jan 6, 2012)
13
http://www.telegraphindia.com/1111214/jsp/frontpage/story_14879228.jsp (accessed on Jan 6, 2012)
11
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Apollo Hospitals was a major hospital chain in India with revenues of around INR 10 billion
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speciality hospital in Salt Lake. In February 2011, AMRI launched a speciality women and childcare hospital in Kolkata.
AMRI was also about to unveil a 300-bed multi-speciality unit in Bhubaneswar and had plans to
set-up two more hospitals in Ranchi and Raipur. It was also eyeing to acquire the Ahmedabadbased Sterling Hospitals, but decided against increasing its INR 640-crore (USD 121 million
approx) bid offer after an international health care group topped the bid.
Even in West Bengal, AMRI had further expansion plans by setting up a 500-bed hospital in the
city's eastern fringes at Rajarhat. It was also setting up a 100-bed facility in Burdwan and
another 250-bed unit at Siliguri.

What Happened on December 9, 2011?
It was 2:15 am on December 9, 2011. The fire apparently started due to a short circuit at the
basement of the annexe building where combustible materials like gas cylinders, rejected
mattresses and wooden boxes were stacked. Soon, smoke started billowing out of the
basement and spread fast to all the floors through the airconditioning duct because the
hospital was centrally air-conditioned. Soon thereafter, the power was cut off. The airconditioners went off and the smoke started accumulating inside the hospital. There was no
escape route for the smoke because there were no windows in the hospital and the walls were
basically a glass facade.

Chaitanya Singh Mehta, a 74 year old patient recounted that horrific night:
“I couldn’t sleep since I was coughing repeatedly. I was admitted on November 29 with
breathing trouble as water had accumulated in my lungs. I was up in my bed on the third floor
when I smelt fumes in the room. It was around 2:15 am.
I called a nurse and told her about the burning smell. But she told me not to worry as everything
was perfect. There was another patient in the room. The next 30 minutes I didn’t smell anything
unusual. I thought I had probably got it wrong but still couldn’t sleep because of my coughing
ailment.
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Around 2.45am, I heard screams from outside the room. I sensed something was wrong and got
off my bed. I opened the door and stepped out but it was difficult to see much. Smoke had filled
the corridor. I could smell smoke all around. There were desperate cries for help. I was hardly
able to see anything. A nurse, pulled my hands and asked me to leave.
I walked down the stairs and reached the ground floor. Smoke had not filled the ground-floor
emergency ward till then. A few nurses and other hospital staff on the ground floor took me to
the emergency ward. I asked them to give me oxygen as I was feeling suffocated. They
immediately put an oxygen mask on my face. It was around 3:15am.
A couple of other patients were also being administered oxygen at the emergency. I was there
for around 15-20 minutes. Smoke was gathering outside the emergency. A nurse advised me to
leave the building. The other patients too came out with me. Hospital staff escorted us to the
main building. We were asked to sit in front of the reception.
Very few patients were there. I was lucky to be among the first few to escape from the building.
As I waited there for another 20 minutes, the crowd swelled. More patients arrived and hospital
staff as well as people from outside were running around. Some rushed in with stretchers. Fear
gripped me. I borrowed a mobile phone from a person waiting there and called my home. It
would have been about 4am.”15
The security alerted the night administrator Sajid Hossain who alerted the security-in-charge
P.K. Ghata. Hossain also tried to reach both the Vice Presidents of Operations Preeta Banerjee
and Rajesh Parekh over phone. However, it was reported that Preeta got the first call from the
hospital around 4:00 am nearly two hours after the fire was detected (Exhibit 4).
The hospital authority informed the fire department at 4:08 am, almost two hours after the fire
started. However, it was reported that the fire brigade received the first call not from the
hospital but from the police department. It was only at 4:45am that the fire brigade reached
the spot. But it was too late. By then nearly half of the patients died of smoke suffocation.
At about 7:30 am, the dead and the injured began to be brought out of the premises (Exhibit 5 Image of the rescue operation). Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee arrived at 9:45 am to oversee
the rescue operations and announced tough actions against those responsible.
15

http://www.telegraphindia.com/1111213/jsp/frontpage/story_14874782.jsp (accessed on Jan 6, 2012)
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At 1 pm, Dr. Satyabrata Upadhyay, Senior Vice President of AMRI Hospitals addressed the
media but denied all allegations. He claimed “All the necessary fire equipments were in place.”16
Almost 12 hours later at around 2:30 pm, Mamata Banerjee who was also the state's health
minister announced the cancellation of AMRI’s operating licences. Six directors of AMRI
hospitals including R.S. Goenka and S.K. Todi were charged with negligence, culpable homicide
not amounting to murder and attempt to culpable homicide.
Around 5 pm all six directors of AMRI Hospital surrendered to the Kolkata Police at its
headquarters.

Cases of Negligence at AMRI
This was not the first case of negligence by AMRI hospital. In fact, AMRI had a history of
negligence and violation. On May 11, 1998 Anuradha Saha, wife of Dr. Kunal Saha was admitted
to AMRI after she complained of skin rash. However, due to wrongful treatment by the doctors
she died on May 28, 1998. Dr. Kunal Saha moved to court.
On October 21, 2011, the Supreme Court in its judgment directed the National Consumer
Disputes Redressal Commission (NCDRC) to pay a compensation of INR 1.7 crore (approx USD
350,000) to Kunal Saha for his wife’s death. The compensation was the highest in Indian
medical history against AMRI hospital and three other Kolkata doctors. The court in its verdict
said:
“At AMRI, no symptomatic therapy was administered and no emergency care given. Records
show how abysmal the nursing care was. There was no burn unit. No nastro-gastric tube was
given although condition of the patient’s mouth was such that she could not be given solid food.
No blood sample was taken and no pathological examination carried out. It is beyond dispute
that 30% body surface area of Anuradha was affected. Yet supportive therapy was not there.

16

http://ibnlive.in.com/news/kolkata-fire-6-directors-arrested-after-73-die-in-fire/210361-3.html (accessed on Jan 6,
2012)
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AMRI didn’t even maintain the patient’s records properly. Nurses’ reports show that from May
13, even routine checks were not done.”17
Ramola Chakraborty, wife of former minister of West Bengal also alleged of AMRI staff’s
negligence after her husband died in August 2009 while undergoing treatment at AMRI. She
said:
“I had complained against the poor infrastructure of the hospital when my husband was
admitted there two years back. They took five days to get a test done which confirmed that my
husband, who was otherwise a cancer patient, had got Pneumonia. Had it been done earlier,
things could have been better,”18
On October 8, 2011 a minor fire was reported on the ground floor of the same AMRI hospital
building. A security guard immediately called the fire brigade. By the time fire brigade arrived
the fire was doused by the staff. However, the security guard was reprimanded and suspended
for two weeks for not following the protocol. An employee of AMRI hospital explained about
the protocol. “We can’t inform police or fire brigade individually. Only the night administrator
can take such a decision.”19

Aftermath
In the aftermath of the tragedy, all the 6 directors and two more senior officials of AMRI
namely Dr. Satyabrata Upadhyay, Vice President who headed its safety committee and Sanjib
Pal, the Assistant General Manager in charge of maintenance were behind bars. The Chief
Minister ordered a judicial enquiry into the incident.

AMRI hospital announced a compensation of 5 lakhs for kin of deceased. The West Bengal
government had announced a compensation of 3 lakhs. Later, the Prime Minister of India
sanctioned 2 lakhs and 50,000 to those seriously injured.

17

http://www.tribuneindia.com/2011/20111211/main3.htm (accessed on Jan 6, 2012)
http://www.indianexpress.com/news/subhas-chakrabarty-was-not-treated-properly-at-amri-reiterates-wife/886779/
(accessed on Jan 6, 2012)
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http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2011-12-11/kolkata/30504440_1_fire-brigade-hospital-guards-securityguard (accessed on Jan 6, 2012)
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On Jan 2, 2012 The Federation of Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) issued a
public statement demanding the immediate release of those arrested. The statement said:
“FICCI believes that those who are found guilty after such an enquiry should be punished
without any discrimination or favour. Such a step will act as necessary deterrent against any
future negligence or malafide actions.
At the same time, those who are not found guilty and are not responsible for day to day
operations of any business should be release immediately. This is only fair and will also prevent
the spread of any negative sentiments within the domestic investor community and encourage
future philanthropic activity under which more hospitals have been established.”20
To this Chief Minister of West Bengal, Mamata Banerjee commented
“A business house had requested me not to take any action against them (AMRI directors). But
it is not correct. We want industry. But we don’t want industry which kills people.”21
Questions were raised as to why other board members like Dr. M.K. Chhetri (MD of AMRI
Hospitals), Sushanta Banerjee (Director of Medical Education) and Pranab Dasgupta
(Government nominee) were not arrested.

20

http://www.ficci.com/SEdocument/20174/pres--ficci-jan2-amri.pdf (accessed on Jan 6, 2012)
http://www.ndtv.com/article/india/law-to-decide-on-amri-directors-release-mamata-on-ficci-statement-163377
(accessed on Jan 6, 2012)
21
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Exhibit 1

(Source: www.thetelegraphindia.com)
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Exhibit 2

(Source: www.amrihospital.com)
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Exhibit 3

(Source: www.thetelegraphindia.com)
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Exhibit 4

(Source: www.thetelegraphindia.com)
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Exhibit 5 - Image of the rescue operation

(Source: www.thetelegraphindia.com)
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